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We need your help! Join our growing army and click here to subscribe to ad-free Revolver. Or give a one-time or recurring donation during this critical time.

The left’s fixation on “climate change” is all about power and control—dictating what people can do and micromanaging every aspect of their lives, from their diet to their
living conditions and daily routines. And speaking of living conditions, you’ve probably heard about these “pods” they’re trying to glamorize, right? Imagine spending your
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life in something the size of a walk-in closet. How miserable, but the left paints this as some kind of “green utopia.”

 

Tiny homes: Are these eco-friendly conker pods theTiny homes: Are these eco-friendly conker pods the……

The WEF website calls their pods “creative and stylish” and is pushing them as a way to curb homelessness, but you know, their broader plan is likely to have everyone
living in one of these dystopian rooms.

WEF:

Framlab explains that each pod is meant to comfortably hold a single person and can be tailored to fit their needs and lifestyle. Access is gained via a staircase
built into the aforementioned scaffolding. The pods are easy to assemble and fit together, which also allows them to be easily removed if they — or the building
they’re attached to — are in need or repairs or expansions.
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Image: Futurism

The agenda of the globalist green communist movement is pretty straightforward: squeeze peasants into the tiniest living spaces imaginable, strip them of ownership, dictate
their diet (bugs and plants), and limit their travel to where a bike or their own two feet can carry them. Truthfully, that’s a page straight out of how the oppressed people of
North Korea live, and they are willing to die trying to escape that lifestyle. Yet, leftists seem to welcome this government-dictated existence, where they’re instructed on how
to live by wealthy elites who refuse to play by the same rules. It’s either cult-like devotion, Stockholm Syndrome, or outright ignorance. Perhaps it’s a combination of all
three.

There’s a really eerie vibe when people born into a supposedly “free country” actually relish the notion of having basic necessities “issued” or “rented” to them, either because
their pod is too cramped or because the government thinks they won’t use the items “responsibly” enough on their own. This brings us to the latest dystopian gadget likely
coming to a US apartment complex near you. Forget owning a printer, vacuum, headphones, or any other daily necessity. Now, you’ll get to trek down to a glorified vending
machine and rent whatever device you need. It sounds thrilling, doesn’t it? Imagine renting a vacuum and spreading around someone else’s skin flakes, hair, and dust all over
your tiny pod, all for the bargain price of 65 cents a minute!

Noor Bin Ladin shared this disturbingly “perky” and dystopian clip on her popular X account:

"I don't have space for a printer in my pod, this *smart rental store* is so cool!"

You'll own nothing and you'll be happy. pic.twitter.com/ACxDVZN55k

— Noor Bin Ladin (@NoorBinLadin) February 2, 2024

Watching a clip like this, you’ve got to wonder about the mindset of some of these whackos. What is it about mindless liberalism that has people cheerfully walking the plank,
grinning all the way? It’s a repeat of the COVID vaccine scenario. If the government snaps its fingers, they jump—no questions asked. These folks would probably amputate
a limb if the government claimed it would “save the planet.” It makes you realize that liberalism really is a mental disorder. They seem ecstatic to live in a pod, munch on
bugs, and own nothing. Good for them, but don’t for a second believe that the rest of us are lining up to join in.

https://t.co/ACxDVZN55k
https://twitter.com/NoorBinLadin/status/1753324848997081233?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
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Michael Stokes  

Reply •

− ⚑

8 days ago

Since these pods are so wonderful, Der Fuhrer Schwab and his �lthy diseased ilk should be overwhelmingly happy at the prospect of living in one of these
mansions with their fellow master race.

 37  0

Nick Rockway  

Reply •

− ⚑> Michael Stokes

8 days ago  edited

You know... In most locations those Tulu kiosks will be junk dumps in a month or less - even with heavy handed enforcement of "community rules."
Common ownership means "It's not my problem."

 20  0

proreason  

Reply •

− ⚑> Nick Rockway

7 days ago

"The agenda of the globalist green communist movement is pretty straightforward: squeeze peasants into the tiniest living spaces
imaginable, strip them of ownership, dictate their diet (bugs and plants), and limit their travel to where a bike or their own two feet can
carry them."

No. The agenda is to eliminate the peasants, except for the few million who will do servant stuff that their robots can't do.

Of course, the idiots are too stupid to realize that someone will have to maintain the robots. They probably think that other robots will do
the maintenance. Ultimately, there will be one robot that maintains 4 that maintain 4, etc. Global Demons beyond anything that the
Attila's, Ghenghis's and Mao's have achieved before.

 2  0

ReneeLofton  

Reply •

− ⚑> proreason

7 days ago

Make $280 per hour. The hiring procedure might not be simple. All you need to complete any task is this. Providing a wide range
of employment possibilities on job boards and search engines is essential.
Take a look at this................................ careersrevenue35.blogspot.c...

 0  1

PioneerPreacher  

Reply •

− ⚑> Michael Stokes

8 days ago

The masses don't seem to mind. They don't even know what gender they are.

 5  0

1Aleycat  

Reply •

− ⚑> Michael Stokes

7 days ago

When they are living in their pods they can exist on a diet of bugs and weeds.

 0  0

Non Libtard  − ⚑

8 days ago

You know what really turns me off? Women in the United States Canada and the UK You know what's worse? low IQ goofy looking Libtard women with
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Reply •

You know what really turns me off? Women in the United States, Canada and the UK. You know what s worse?.... low IQ, goofy looking Libtard women with
the goofy looking Libtard glasses that are so ignorant and gullible, they'll go along with anything.

 42  2

inRIhell  

Reply •

− ⚑> Non Libtard

8 days ago

It is ALWAYS women....white liberal whacko women....they ARE the demise of this country...they hate freedom and love government

Liberalism IS a mental disease

 32  0

TarHeel456  

Reply •

− ⚑> inRIhell

8 days ago

I'm a woman and I watched the beginning of feminism and, the advancement of feminism, followed by its destruction of the American
male and now, the destruction of our country.
When I was 12 - right around the time feminism became a trend - I agreed that if a woman did EQUAL work, she should be paid equally.
The problem arose when I really MEANT "equal" not "kinda" equal, like they did, and the scales fell from my eyes. Feminism was clearly
NOT about women not being "chattel;" it was a part of a devious plan, a Marxist plan, to destroy America - and here we are.

 17  0

jena hobert  

Reply •

− ⚑> TarHeel456

7 days ago

I worked in male dominated industries my entire life. I was always paid as much or more than the guys. Never had an issue from
any of the men either.
Most guys I know, their wives make more.
Feminism was designed to break up the White family unit, just like LBJ killed the Black family unit.
Never was one never will be. They are miserable people that have to put down others to make themselves feel better.

 6  0

Sue24123  

Reply •

− ⚑> jena hobert

7 days ago

Spot on.

 0  0

teddie77  

Reply •

− ⚑> TarHeel456

8 days ago

I was just telling my son that all this started w/ feminism movement. Women got jobs to make them feel important, then they
only wished they cld quit,but, alas, they started having more expenses, so that turned out impossible to do.

 4  0

TheOriginalDaveH  

Reply •

− ⚑> TarHeel456

7 days ago

Feminism became vogue at the same time that government was growing ever larger. How convenient for government to
convince women to work so the higher taxes would be less objectionable to families. So what does government do now —
convince people that children would be happier working?

 1  0

50gary  

Reply •

− ⚑> TarHeel456

7 days ago

..and destroying (the country and culture) it is. The women's movement started in or rather before June 4, 1919 the day
congress passed womens' suffrage. The single largest right to vote increase ever, well until congress gives the 30 million
illegals the power to vote for the uniparty.

 0  0

Press One for English  

Reply •

− ⚑> inRIhell

8 days ago

Luckily most liberal wacko women don’t seem to want to reproduce so we just need to break the educational system that creates them

 6  0

jena hobert  

Reply •

− ⚑> Press One for English

7 days ago

Then Why do they scream "abortion"?

 0  0
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Press One for English  

Reply •

− ⚑> jena hobert

7 days ago

Didn’t say they didn’t want to screw, just not carry to term.

 0  0

Starlord  

Reply •

− ⚑> inRIhell

7 days ago

And it’s no surprise they're confused . Pop culture has convinced them they don’t need men because they’re stronger, smarter, invincible
girl bosses, and all men are morons who need to be controlled. at the same time they undermine themselves by allowing transgender
men to displace them in sports, share their bathrooms, and make a mockery of womanhood (see Dillion Mulvaney). Meanwhile women
who transition to men aren’t exactly reaping the so-called bene�ts of being men. They’re just uglier and hairier.
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TrumptheCommies  

Reply •

− ⚑> Non Libtard

8 days ago

Way ahead of ya, daddy-o. And their hive is in Norway, believe it or not.
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Timothy Mitchell  

Reply •

− ⚑> Non Libtard

7 days ago

I agree. Mostly white, obese (LARD ASSES) women, uglier than sin that get paid by the globalist Soros with their stupid green, purple or blue hair.
Seriously, who would �nd that and say MMmmm, MMmmm I need some of that? I'd rather pleasure myself with 30 grit sandpaper.

 1  0

Jason  

Reply •

− ⚑> Non Libtard

8 days ago

Hopefully you don’t live in said countries. Would suck to live there and bitch about it all day and not do anything about it.
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jbwilson24  

Reply •

− ⚑> Jason

8 days ago

What exactly is he supposed to do about the looks of the women? Run around tearing off their glasses and giving them facelifts? What a
dumb comment.
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Jason  

Reply •

− ⚑> jbwilson24

8 days ago

He’s bitching about all women in these countries. Read again and quit acting so indignant. If he doesn’t like them he can move
or masturbate forever.
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TxLex  

Reply •

− ⚑> Non Libtard

6 days ago

What women? They don't even know what a woman is now. For all you know, that was a dude . . .

 0  0

Sin City Snark  

Reply •

− ⚑> Non Libtard

7 days ago

If you are looking for a good, loyal woman who understands and embraces traditional gender roles, you need to go outside the US and western
Europe.

 0  0

celtic cross  

Reply •

− ⚑> Non Libtard

8 days ago

Who's worse? The women buying this or the men selling it? Ahhhh, greedy, irresponsible capitalism.
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•?((３η𝓭𝔢ⓡ ))؟• − ⚑
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oy vey! nothing to see here, folks
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Mazel tov !!!
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Inky  

Reply •
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8 days ago

very damn time

 1  0

CatsWithShoes

Reply •

− ⚑

8 days ago

I'm sure that every piece of equipment in there is of the highest quality, and everything in it will be maintained by a highly-quali�ed and well trained
maintenance crew that is compensated generously for doing such a good job. not really... after a couple months the closet of shit no one owns will be full
of garbage and broken gear.
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disqus_xjABP00bg1  

Reply •

− ⚑> CatsWithShoes

8 days ago

Lets see. You will need to reserve your time with the device which will not be available for 6 months and when it is it will be broken and then
eventually disappeared.
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homegirl  

Reply •

− ⚑> disqus_xjABP00bg1

8 days ago

The USA runs on pro�t-if what you post is the case it will be a huge FLOP, case closed!
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LiBeralPuKes

Reply •

− ⚑

8 days ago

Why are you liberals so stupid?
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John Elliott™®  

Reply •

− ⚑> LiBeralPuKes

8 days ago

Because they have been bred to be
To understand the current situation it is necessary to realize that we have 5 generations of people who have been raised on public assistance,
great grandparents who along with their plethora of descendants have routinely voted democratic
In bragging about the results of the war on poverty

" I'll have them n!gg€rs voting democrat for the next 200 years "

- Lyndon Baines Johnson -
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Birth Defects
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Bob_Ross'_�xation

Reply •
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“Tulu”. … sounds like one of those sing song Chicom invented English words… a la Tik Tok designed to be psychologically comforting while enslaving you
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disqus_dRGrKClqBz  

Reply •
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8 days ago

Is this about as close to a prison cell as they can get you in and have you pay for it too?

 4  0

joevil  

Reply •

− ⚑

8 days ago

Today's conservatism is the actual counter culture. Today's liberalism is all about the collective. Fitting in even if you don't like it , since stepping out of line
is social suicide. These snow �akes have a deadly fear of standing on their own two feet. They want nothing to do with freedom, they just want a kind
master.
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CarolinaPride  

Reply •
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If your apartment has blacks, this stuff won't last 5 minutes.
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The Sheriff  

Reply •
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Parents, this is what college will do to your children.
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Hank V Burger  

Reply •

− ⚑
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Nice problem glasses there, lady. Never trust anyone who wears problem glasses!
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Attila_the_hun  

Reply •

− ⚑

7 days ago

Voluntarily enslavement. Until they send you to the ovens or take the kill shot

 2  0

Joanne  

Reply •

− ⚑> Attila_the_hun

7 days ago

They've already administered the kill shot.

 0  0

Flel  

Reply •

− ⚑

8 days ago

As soon as I see even one attendee at the davos confab sell off all their wealth and join the sweaty masses in the human beehive, that will be the day I give
them even a millisecond of consideration. Since we know it will never happen I feel safe in ignoring their idiocy. Hell apartments in any projects in any major
city provides more living space than that and how well do those work? They sound more like a boil to be lanced from a host structure.

 2  0

Pokee999  

Reply •

− ⚑> Flel

7 days ago

Well said.

 0  0

mumbo_jumbo  − ⚑

8 days ago

"I don't have the space for a printer"
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Load more comments
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Truly a WTF are you talking about moment.

 2  0

eddie too  

Reply •

− ⚑

8 days ago

if you �nd someone who has been duped into believing using fossil fuels is a main cause of climate change, ask him or her what should the earth’s
temperature be.

if they have an answer (it will be made up), ask them why they think that is what it should be.

ask them why they think humans can control the earth’s temperature.

ask them why they put their faith in rich and powerful elitists.

ask them if they knew that not all climate scientists believe that co2 is at too high of levels in our atmosphere.

ask them if they knew the earth’s climate has been warming naturally for thousands of years.

knowledge is the best antidote for ignorance.
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Eric  

Reply •
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You'll own nothing and government will control everything. Just be sheep already.
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Reply •
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Never use a public printer for private documents. Your info will be stored on the hard drive.
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veri tas  

Reply •
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i loved habitrails as a kid...glad to see the sheep love them too
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The Plot Thickens: Damning New Details Emerge in Jan 6 Pipe Bomb Cover Up

Secret Service Foreknowledge or Criminal Negligence? Damning New Evidence Surfaces In FBI’s January 6
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